
5 CLOUD SOLUTIONS
EVERY BUSINESS SHOULD

HAVE

 

FILE STORAGE
Storing company files in the cloud is a great way to give

employees more mobility and flexibility. Everyone can

access information from almost any internet-enabled

device without compromising security, since providers

include things like encryption and multifactor

authentication as part of the monthly service fee.

EMAIL
Opting for cloud-based email means you pay for the

service without worrying about hardware requirements

or software updates. These issues, among others, will be

handled by your Managed Services Provider.

DOCUMENT CREATION &
COLLABORATION
What sets this apart from cloud storage is the ability that

in most cases, multiple users can alter the same

document simultaneously and see mirror images on their

screens even if they’re hundreds of miles apart.

SERVER HOSTING
Server hosting enables you to accomplish via an app all

that you could with in-house hardware. The costs are also

spread out month to month rather than all at once during

the setup phase.

BACKUP & RECOVERY
The entire basis of cloud technology is that you have total

access to hardware and software that’s located far from

your office. That makes things like cloud file storage and

server hosting perfect for recovering from a disaster. If a

natural disaster or cyberattack renders your office

inoperable, all you need to do is log into your cloud

platform from somewhere else.

WHAT  ARE  YOU  WAITING  FOR? GET  YOUR

HEAD  IN  THE  CLOUDS !
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It’s almost impossible to run a business today without using some type

of cloud technology. But despite its pervasiveness, many business

owners are unsure about which solutions will benefit their organization

most. In our experience, there are five categories you should focus on

first.


